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Abstract 

 

Considered to be the largest sector in the world in terms of dollar value, the oil 

and gas industry is a world powerhouse employing hundreds of thousands of workers 

worldwide as well as generating hundreds of billions of dollars worldly every year. In 

regions which house the major national oil companies (NOCs), those oil and gas 

companies are so essential they often contribute a considerable amount towards 

national GDP. 

The biggest volumes of products of the oil and gas industry are fuel oil and 

gasoline (petrol). Petroleum is the basic material for a multitude of chemical products, 

with the inclusion of pharmaceuticals, fertilizers, solvents and plastics. Petroleum is 

therefore integral to many industries, and is of critical significance to many nations as 

the foundation of their industries. 

In last year there has been an expanding negative sentiment towards the oil and 

gas industry and "big energy". Substantial environmental disasters such as the 

Deepwater  Horizon  Gulf  Of  Mexico Oil Spill has cast a negative spotlight up on 

the industry. The trend towards Renewable and Alternative energy is also another 

hazard to traditional oil and gas companies. Coupled with the increase in pro-eco 

legislation and governmental tension has meant the oil and gas industry is under more 

scrutiny than ever. 
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The oil service industry is by many seen as a sector within the oil and gas 

industry. This, oil service should be seen as an individual industry due to its scale and 

significance. The industry delivers a broad range of products and services towards 

exploration and production activities, making oil and gas companies able to invest in 

exploration, development and production of natural resources. Oil service companies 

are substantial facilitators and supporters of world energy production with their high-

tech industry environment. The organizations are constantly recognized as highly 

innovative and competence intensive. 

The aim of the diploma task is to explain the importance of nonrenewable 

energy for economic sustainability, compare analysis of impacts of nonrenewable 

energy to state policies and analyze comparably long-term energy scenarios. 

The subject of research is the economic and political sustainability of emerging 

and emerged countries on development of nonrenewable energy. 

The objects of research are emerged world energy drivers and flourishing 

developing states. 

Problem statement - this writing assignment analyzes some types of realization 

management of nonrenewable energy, positive and negative factors, and the ways of 

revenue energy for future productions. 

 

 

1.1Research methodology 

 

This diploma task is based on a survey of available information on current 

trends in research and development spending for oil and gas, as well as other 

industries. As in other studies, has assumed a straight  correlation among the creation 
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and deployment of modern technologies and the research and development spending 

directed at creating these technologies. This diploma task also includes observations 

on the state of research and development in the oil and gas industry. 

There also reviewed reports and studies to derive conclusions on the time 

needed to develop and deploy modern technologies. This is vital to the National 

Petroleum Council (NPC) study because it is clear that technologies in the research 

stage today will take a number of years to be fully developed and go into widespread 

commercial use. 
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Chapter 2. Theoretical analysis 

2.1 Theoretical and methodological basis of petroleum and gas industry  

2.1.1 The concept of petroleum safety 

Energy safety is the partnership among national safety and the availability 

of inartificial sources in order to energy consumption. Access to relatively 

inexpensive energy has become essential to the functioning of modern economies. 

However, the uneven if distribution of energy supplies among countries has led to 

substantial vulnerabilities. 

Revolving sources and substantial opportunities in order to energy 

efficiency exist over broad geographical areas, in contrast to another energy sources, 

whichever are concentrated in a scarce number of countries. Rapid deployment of 

revolving energy and energy efficiency, and technological diversification of energy 

sources, would outcome in major energy safety and economic profits. 

The modern earth relies on a vast energy offering to fuel everything out of 

transfer to communication, to safety and health delivery systems. Energy plays an 

urgent role in the national safety of any given country as a fuel to power the economic 

engine. Another sites rely on energy more heavily than another. Dangers to energy 

safety include the political instability of some energy producing countries, the 

manipulation of energy supplies, the rivalry over energy resources, attacks on offering 

in framework, as pit as incidents, inartificial disasters, terrorism, and reliance on 

exterior countries in order to petroleum. 

Long-term gauges to go up energy safety center on reducing dependence on 

any one resource of  importation energy, increasing the number of suppliers, 

exploiting native fossil fuel or revolving energy sources, and reducing totally need 

through energy conservation gauges. It may be involve entering into transnational 

agreements to underpin transnational energy trading relationships, such as the Energy 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_security
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_resource
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_consumption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_supplies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficient_energy_use
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficient_energy_use
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_dependence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fossil_fuel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_conservation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_Charter_Treaty
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Charter Treaty in Europe. All the concern coming out of safety dangers on petroleum 

resources long term safety gauges will help go down the anymore cost of importation 

and exportation fuel into and out of countries except having to worry about damage 

coming to the goods being transported. 

The influence of the 1973 petroleum depression and the emergence of 

the OPEC cartel was a particular milestone this prompted several countries to go up 

their energy safety (OPEC: Its Role and Influence since 1960 page 28). Japan, 

practically fully related on importation petroleum, steadily introduced the use 

of inartificial gas, atomic power, great-speed mass transit systems, and 

implemented energy conservation gauges. The United Kingdom began 

exploiting North Sea petroleum and gas reserves, and became a net shipper of energy 

into the 2000s. 

In another countries energy safety has historically been an inferior priority. 

The United States, in order to instance, has continued to go up its dependency on 

importation petroleum although, following the petroleum worth go ups since 2003, 

the elaboration of biofuels has been suggested as a means of addressing this(The 

Petroleum & Gas Engineering Guide page 14). 

Increasing energy safety is likewise one of the cause behind a block on the 

elaboration of inartificial gas importations in Sweden. Greater hedge in native 

revolving energy technologies and energy conservation is envisaged instead. India is 

carrying out a  significant hunt in order to domestic petroleum to go down its 

dependency on OPEC, during Iceland is pit advanced in its plans turn into energy 

free by 2050 through deploying 100percent revolving energy(OPEC: Its Role and 

Influence since 1960 page 27). 

Petroleum, else famed as "raw petroleum", has turn into the source utmost used 

by countries all around the earth with the inclusion of Russia, China (in fact, China is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_Charter_Treaty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1973_oil_crisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OPEC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_gas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_transit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_conservation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Sea_oil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oil_price_increases_since_2003
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biofuels
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_policy_of_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OPEC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy_in_Iceland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_independence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_independence
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fully related on coal (70.5percent in 2010)) and the United States of America 

(Petroleum & Gas Manufacture in Nontechnical Language page 32). With all the 

petroleum pits placed around the earth energy safety has become a vital issue to 

ensure the safety of the petroleum this is being harvested. In the Middle East, 

petroleum areas become vital goals in order to sabotage because of how heavily 

countries rely on petroleum. A lot of countries hold operational petroleum reserves as 

a buffer against the economic and political influences of an energy depression. All 28 

participants of the Transnational Energy Agency hold a minimum of 90 days of their 

petroleum importations. The value of some reserves was displayed by the relative lack 

of disruption caused by the 2007 Russia-Belarus energy argument, 

when Russia marginally stop exportations to some countries in the European Union. 

Due to the theories in top petroleum and need to constrain need, the United States 

soldiery and Department of Defense had made considerable maims, and has been 

making a number of efforts to come up with larger rational ways to use petroleum 

From the beginning of the 21st Century, 3 significant events has changed and 

enlarged the definition of energy safety, even if though the steadiness of energy 

offering, whichever is the essence meaning of energy safety, stay unchanged. Initially, 

the September 11 attacks in 2001has not shown barely nation states, but likewise 

violent non-state actors (VNSA), or to put it simply, terrorists, may be a danger to 

national safety. As an integral part of international safety, energy safety has likewise 

had to cope with VNSA or terrorists. In addition to petroleum trade, another energy 

offering systems such as the electrician offering system has come become regarded a 

probable goal in order to terrorist attacks. Wherefrom the great radiological damage, 

atomic power stations and correlated equipment has become urgent goals in need of 

protection. The Transnational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has combined different 

protective gauges under the modern idea of ‘atomic safety’. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_dependence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_strategic_petroleum_reserves
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_crisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Energy_Agency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia-Belarus_energy_dispute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peak_oil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Military_Academy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Military_Academy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Department_of_Defense
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 Secondly, during 2005-06 the Russia-Ukraine gas dispute caused offering 

shortage of inartificial gas in Europe. Although petroleum vitals the earth’s dominant 

fuel, inartificial gas has go other significant fuel resource in order to warming and 

power production. Additionally, dissimilar petroleum, inartificial gas is much hard to 

stockpile and whence has get a significant worry in order to energy safety.  

In third, Hurricane Katrina strongly injured raw petroleum manufacture and 

petroleum refining equipment in the Gulf of Mexico in the United States in 

2005(Smith, Crosbie (1998). The Science of Energy page75). The U.S. Department of 

Energy released its operative petroleum reserves and the IEA called in order to 

extrication of participations’ petroleum stockpiling situated onto the Initial 

Contingency Response Plan (ICRP). That meant inartificial catastrophes such as H.K 

were recognized as a danger to energy safety. Unseemly the present terrorism, 

inartificial disasters may not be grouped as a geopolitical risk. In another way, a 

totally modern category of danger was added to the energy safety idea. Thereafter, 

inartificial disasters go on to menace energy safety in different countries. The Great 

East Japan Earthquake in 2011 gravely injured energy framework in Eastern Japan, 

with the inclusion of the Fukushima Daiichi atomic disaster. The Fukushima disaster 

posed a grave problem to atomic energy, whichever was once expected become “a 

trump card” in order to energy safety. It has had a profound influence especially to 

energy safety policies of countries this lack abundant energy sources.  

Safety has always been and continues become a priority across the petroleum 

industry out of the area to the gas station. Giant processes are run daily and they must 

be carried out except interference despite the circumstances. Incidents in delivering 

and unloading a wrong fuel type to a gas station may cause devastation in order to 

businesses, ruin reputations and reason major income sacrifice. Incidents caused by 

human error may be reduced by next safety procedures. Selection a blockage system, 

whichever guarantee main management and application monitoring, plays a huge role 
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in totally safety. Managing entry into, within and out of an equipment or supreme 

asset area helps to prohibit criminal acts. 

As exploration and drilling activities move into increasingly remote and hostile 

locations, the need in order to steady safety go ups. Gaining petroleum out of the area 

(pit) to the refinery and out of there to the service station claims complicated transfer 

and storage system. The probable of sabotage in order to trucks and storages is 

likewise great. Accordingly, vehicles and storages must be defended against any type 

of attack in order to forestall damage or disruption to the offering range. Conservation 

the cargo and the equipment are of huge significance. 

2.1.2 Institutional composition of petroleum safety 

 

In The Petroleum and Gas Area, safe and reliable energy is a vital connection in 

the nation’s critical framework. Petroleum, gas outcomes play an urgent role in 

national economy, national safety and are integral to the way of vita. Likely, safety 

has always been and continues become a priority across the petroleum and gas 

industry. Reports out of a lot of transnational state agencies prove this different 

terrorism groups goal the petroleum and gas industry. The petroleum industry is in all 

likelihood commonly issue to those dangers due to some elements:  

The physical and chemical props of the materials processed, stocked and 

processed at equipment can form charming goals in order to an adversary to reason 

malicious liberation with the intent to damage neighborhood citizens.  

The critical significance of the outcomes produced by corporations, to the 

domestic and transnational framework and to another businesses and individuals, can 

create disruption of processes of the petroleum industry a charming choice. The risks 

out of terrorist pushes to the energy offering different by segment of the industry, 

whichever is openly defined as discovery and manufacture, thinning, pipeline transfer 
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(liquids), marine transfer, outcomes deploy and marketing. Recently, with the 

occurrence of modern type of battles, skew dangers using eccentric fights are the main 

dangers to crucial framework. It’s specially, right in order to petroleum and gas 

industry presently mixed in skew fights.  

The probable dangers are related against the all petroleum framework but might 

goal their crucial and operative holdings, whichever are rated in Table 1.  

Table 1.World crucial and operative asset. 

Petroleum 

and gas 

certain 

segments 

Reservoirs, pits, offshore manufacture equipment, pipeline systems, 

mass storage equipment and petroleum refineries 

Buildings Administration offices, common offices, command and control rooms 

Equipment Operation units and connected inspection systems, outcome stock 

tanks, surge vessels, boilers, pipes, operation economizer, collector 

systems 

Promote 

systems 

Utilities like as inartificial gas pipes, electrical power grid and 

equipment (with the inclusion of back-up power systems), water-

offering systems, wastewater treatment equipment 

Transfer 

interface 

Railway lines and railcars, outcome loading racks and vehicles, pipes 

entering and leaving equipment, sea vessels and dock area, offsite 

storage areas 

Cyber 

systems and 

data 

technique 

SCADA systems, computer systems, grids, devices with remote 

support ports, laptops, PDAs. Therein , to defend these assets, the 

safety gauges should be inline with the danger level and adapted to 

the safety risk level 

Resource: Crucial Business Asset in order to Operational World Change, Michael 

Goodman,  Peter B. Hirsch 

To link that problem the safety needs become priced for completely examine 

the significant safety risks: a risk is a unity among the likelihood of the danger and the 

probable influence on a crucial asset. It is a complicated issue and therein a whole 
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safety risk management methodology is demanded this authorised all safety risks 

levels become detected, whilst likewise evaluating the present technique (whichever 

should cap sensible, physical and natural problems), institution and human elements 

safety resolves. The rating of the safety issues begin with the recognition of the 

dangers, the crucial assets and the vulnerabilities. Then in order to every safety risk 

this needs become soften safety aims are determined. Safety resolves are realized: 

 Sacrifice of human vita (killed, damaged)  

 Economic influence of demolition or corruption 

 Business influence  

 Political results on public reliance 

 Probable in order to sacrifice of energy offering to secular zones  

 Probable influences in order to nature  

 Long time needed to renovation 

 Probable in order to interdependency effects  

Along implementing a whole safety risk management methodology, safety 

decisions may be available to the changes in dangers and safety risks, and the levels 

of contribution may be mounted in accordance to the prevention needed. The 

petroleum period out of first area exploration via manufacture, transfer and buyer 

trade processes is greatly complicated, with countless probable weak connections it is 

subject to safety breakdowns.  

Manufacture sharing contracts are a major kind of agreement subscribed among 

a state and a source expulsion corporation regarding how many 

the source (commonly petroleum) take out of the country every will gain. PSAs grant 

procurers the single and special right to management upriver petroleum processes in a 

zone remarked in the PSA. PSAs likewise detect the needs of the purveyors and 

precise conditions and terms under whichever the processes must be managed. PSAs 

characteristically set the assurance and general rights and responsibilities of the 

parties, range of the issues, operations and regulations in order to the management and 
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realization of the petroleum processes (Advances in petroleum and gas industry, page 

9). 

Every PSA is executed by the exterior energy corporations, a SOCAR branch 

and the state, commonly submitted by SOCAR. Every PSA expose an ad hoc 

regulatory regime by turns to petroleum processes carried out on the certain zone 

improved under the PSA. Particularly, the PSA arranges: 

 Dominion of petroleum, property. 

 Health, security and natural pliability. 

 Assessment. 

 Importation/exportation processes. 

 Income dividing machine. 

 

The terms of PSAs different, whereas they generally continue about thirty 

annum. That time may be extended with the consent of  SOCAR. The vital lineaments 

of a PSA are: until any income allocation, repayment of all loan and costs by all 

agreement members to the worker; next repayment of whole mortgage and costs, the 

profits are allocated between agreement members based on the PSA contract; with 

regard to modern capital, the PSA is a changeable contract whereby whether the 

Azerbaijani and transnational partners accordingly agree, a modern participant may 

enter the PSA; the PSA ensure investors with safety against changes in laws (CEE2 ). 

Shortly, the regulatory rein order toms in the energy site, the promotion of PSA 

contracts in petroleum agreements, the materialization of the “Agreement of the 

Century” plan and the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline has been between the 

huge progress of the Azerbaijani state regarding that tactics to improve the petroleum 

site. Thanks to that achievement, Azerbaijan is presently enjoying biggest petroleum 

incomes (expected to very $ 200 bln. in 2024). Considering the signing of some 

petroleum agreements and the common exterior contribution security laws and 

manages introduced by the state, Azerbaijan still lacks free organizing institutions, 
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uplift of petroleum refinery factories uplift of the legal status of the Caspian Sea, laws 

and controls such as petroleum law, pipeline law, natural law to administer petroleum 

and gas processes. Those tasks are presently the vital problems facing Azerbaijan in 

order to improve own petroleum industry in the anymore (Aysel Yagubova. 

Azerbaijan's petroleum diplomacy: legends are actual, page 42). 

2.1.3 Petroleum&gas problems in emerging countries 

 

World petroleum reserves and manufacture, presently respectively at 1.4 trillion 

barrels and 87 mln. b/d, has been increasing steadily over the past tenner. The vital 

problem going in order toward will not be barely to satisfied the rising need, 

whichever according to many forecasted will get about 110 mln. b/d by 2030, but, 

much urgently, to offset the inartificial fall of the present reservoir outcome. If a 

reasonable fall percent of 3.5 for annum is reputed, by 2030 the manufacture of the 

reservoirs presently on stream will go down to about half of nowadays’ percent. 

Briefly, the manufacture gap become met with modern zone and reservoir 

elaborations is of around 65 mln. b/d, a daunting task (Petroleum & Gas Manufacture 

in Nontechnical Language, page 75). 

Inartificial gas need will likewise steadily go up, particularly in the emerging 

countries, with the present world consumption of approximately 112 tcf for annum 

forecasted to get 160 tcf for annum by 2030(Petroleum and gas manufacture 

handbook, page 48). During the earth’s inartificial gas sources are rich, at about 6,600 

tcf whole sources plus at least the identical sum of reserves out of unusual resources 

in the United States barely, reaching these to the consuming markets will request 

advanced decisions in manufacture, manufacture and transfer, and steady geopolitical 

relations among manufacturing and consumption countries. 
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To continue satisfying the earth’s need of petroleum and inartificial gas, the 

industry will must put great sums of capital and venture into ever more challenging 

and expensive manufacture governments, the ultra-deep waters, ultra-deep reservoirs, 

unusual sources, and strict natures like the Arctic, remote deserts, jungles, mountain 

ranges and argued zones. This supposed it exploration and manufacture activity alone 

will claim a whole capital evolution of more than twenty trillion dollars in the coming 

30 annum. 

One of the vital problems is the industry is yet facing is to proceed attracting 

skilled human sources, both in the technical and managerial zones, to fortunately 

fulfill some heavy plans. So that appeal those skillful vocational, the industry will 

demand to develop its totally form, tarnished by the lingering memory of past poor 

records, several latest greatly visible incidents, and get to all pools of occupational, 

especially the youth and women. 

Whole information above will must completed in a sustainable way, whichever 

involves ensuring charming incomes to depositors, managing with progressively huge 

canonicals of security and care with the nature, reverting a fair share of the prosperity 

to community and regional communities, and doing business in an moral and 

organizing submissive way. 

The  monetary depression had a negative influence on the petroleum site as it 

led to a steep fall in petroleum and gas worth and a narrowing in credit. The fall in 

worth ensued in decline incomes so that petroleum and gas corporations. The 

monetary depression likewise led to dense credit conditions this ensued in a lot of 

explorers and producers paying great interest percent when growing capital, it 

undulate anymore earnings. Petroleum worth decline out of a great of $147 in July 

2008 to a low of 33 dollars in February 2009. Over the exact time stage, gas worth 

decline out of fourteen dollars to four dollars. The inferior worth in order to petroleum 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financial-crisis.asp
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and gas due to the financial depression was the  important influence on the site 

(Petroleum And Gas Exploration: Methods And Application, page 23). Energy worth 

decline through decreasing need. 

Emerging revolving energy plays to the power of the petroleum and gas site, 

whichever involve energy market comprehension, technique know-how, mega-plan 

management perfection, rock- hard credit and association gearing practice. Revolving 

energy offering a means in order to variety in the face of fugacious energy entrance 

costs, and a fence in opposition toping petroleum need in main markets. Revolving 

energy contribution may likewise get petroleum corporations advantageous political 

capital between atmosphere - sensible association partners and result makers. 

Petroleum and gas site’s main monetary members are institutional shareholders, 

banks and insurers are likewise needing aggressive CO2 control. Finding expense - 

efficient ways to change CO2 off the balance sheet becomes immediate, danger to 

sliver reserves and cut towards market assessments. Under the revised Equator 

Principles, for instance, plan makers will progressively be compulsory to show 

thought of “expense-efficient choices” to go down greenhouse gases like a situation 

such that plan revenue. Briefly, petroleum corporations has either the opportunity and 

the peremptory to inlay in revolving energy. 

Petroleum corporations has been splashing in the revolving energy business in 

order to a long period. In quest of the petroleum shock of the 1970s, OECD states set 

a set of stimulus and grants in order to energy freedom (Petroleum and Gas 

Exploration: Methods and Application, page 35). This sparked a initial wave of 

standalone revolving business ventures by the petroleum patch, focusing on solar, 

wind and geothermal energy. Nowadays, Chevron is the earth’s biggest private 

producer of geothermal power, in order to instance. 

But state matchmaking confirmed an insecure mate. When public motives in 

order to revolving energy technologies were closed in the 1980s, some corporations 
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abandoned their alternative technique contribution and refocused on their essence 

petroleum business (Smil, Vaclav, Energy in nature and community: common 

energetics of complicated systems, page 54). 

A 2nd wave of petroleum corporations got into revolving energy in the last 

1990s and early 2000s as impulse built around getting a world climate contract. When 

the world economic downturn strike and industrialized countries unfortunate to meet 

rhetoric with action, ventures in solar and wind by BP and Shell, between another, 

were offload off either silently shuttered(Smil, Vaclav, Energy in nature and 

community: common energetics of complicated systems, page 62). 

Nowadays, ethanol blending commands in the U.S., E.U. and Canada are driving a 

3rd wave of petroleum initiatives, with Shell immediately the earth’s leading vendor 

of biofuels.  However it wave also interferes the capacity of variation, given an 

increasing backlash contrary widespread use of different biomass reserves in order to 

fuel, and worries about rivalry with food crops. Several major obstacles are showed at 

Table 2. 

 

 

 

Table 2.World problems in order to green energy   
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Resource: Crucial Business Asset in order to Operative World Change, Michael 

Goodman,  Peter B. Hirsch 

To continue appointment the earth’s need of petroleum and inartificial gas, the 

industry will must invest huge  amount of money and risk into ever much stimulating 

and expensive manufacture provinces, like a ultra-deep waters, ultra-deep reservoirs, 

unusual reservoirs, and strike natures like the Arctic, remote deserts, jungles, 

mountain ranges and argues zones. That’s considered it exploration and manufacture 

activity alone will claim a whole money evolution of more than twenty trillion dollars 

in the near thirty annum. 

In addition, whole data on above will must experience in a sustainable way, 

whichever involves guaranteed charming returns to stakeholders, directing with 

progressively greater canonicals of safety and care with the nature, returning an 

equitable share of the wealth to regional communities, and doing business in an  

moral and organizing submissive way. 

Challenging economics, 
stemming from low natural 

gas prices and the 
comparatively high capital 
costs of renewable energy, 
coupled with comparatively 

low rates of return for 
renewable power projects 

The lack of national 
political effort on climate 
change and renewables, 
including the absence of 

a meaningful carbon 
price 

A lack of renewable 
energy literacy among oil 

and gas engineers, 
encompassing both 

technology and current 
economics 

Ad hoc and personality-
driven approaches to 

renewable energy project 
development, including 

shifting commitment 
among senior corporate 

leadership 
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2.1Therebycio-economic view of petroleum site  

2.2.1Petroleum influence on world economy 

Along the last tenner, the worth of petroleum has changed out of sixty 

dollars for barrel to the maximum one hundred forty six dollars in 2009 and 

afterwards decreased again to minimum fifty dollars in 2015. Along petroleum is 

offsite in a world market, the effect of rising or falling worth may be much  varied in 

order to import and export countries.( Petroleum Open Learning, Minerva Home, 

Bruntland Way, Aberdeen, page 51). 

The petroleum worth matters in Brazil in order to different causes. Initial of 

whole, Petrobras situated its pre-salt contribution plans on the design of greater 

petroleum worth. Calculations state the price of manufacturing pre-salt petroleum 

between US forty one dollars and US fifty seven dollars for each barrel. Past Friday, 

the worth of  Brent approximately the grim US forty one dollars floor. Petrobras, 

being the biggest indebted petroleum corporation in the earth, previously had to 

review primarily its contribution thoughts, not barely for the falling petroleum worth, 

but likewise for the rising corruption fights (estimated US two bln. dollars), 

whichever started Petrobras’ rating downgrade(Fouquet, Roger, and Peter J.G. 

Pearson. "7 Centuries of Energy Services, page 33). 

It major sluggish fall in that contribution tactics will not barely injure anymore 

output of Brazil’s petroleum manufacture and hereby go down earth manufacture 

essentially ten to fifteen annum until now, but it will likewise slow accurately rises in 

industries and the building area, connected to the Brazilian petroleum manufacture. 

With the present depression (expected minus 2% to 2.5%  such that 2015) this 

sacrifice of likely employments comes actually at a worst time. Moreover, allow is 

not in order to leave behind Petrobras’ abandon receipts deferred in order to Brazilian 
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education system this needs quickly vital and efficient contribution such that increase 

primarily Brazil’s slow outcome level. From the other side, from 2006 the Brazilian 

state has support petrol worth to reduce inflation. In 2011-13 the subsidy cost 

summed to an forecasted 48 bln. Actuals (Fouquet, Roger, and Peter J.G. Pearson. 

"7Centuries of Energy Services, page 40). Thereby, declining petroleum worth aid the 

dismal corporation to rescue its losses cumulated over the last and let the state to less 

subsidies at times where it must composed a major monetary excessive. But, the 

underestimating Actual might be the effective outcome factor in its parity, as 

importation worth are increasing in terms of inner money.  

Onward China changed the US as the earth's biggest net petroleum imported 

country 2 annum before, the latest declining petroleum worth could influence the 

China economy in different ways, especially when China is pass a time of quick 

economic leisurely fall  soon. Initial, as the earth’s 2nd biggest economy, the robust 

Chinese economic rise has been a significant locomotive power to the world economy 

in order to a lot of annum. During the significant detectors of the 2nd quarter in 2015 

display this China’s economic rise has balanced, a spacious deal is this China is going 

owing to decelerate of rise and is footsie with decline. The decreasing petroleum 

worth may help promote rise in China and support economic rise specially, in the 

industrial contribution area. 2nd, whether the falling tendency in petroleum worth 

continues, upon more wherewith half of interior petroleum offering depend on 

importations, the declining petroleum worth will translate into large  exterior 

exchange thrifts in order to China. Besides, at the industrial standard, little petroleum 

worth may not barely bring drop business consumption in order to downstream 

industries, like as logistic corporations and airline industries, however likewise 

influence worth on agricultural outcomes as pit. It will in turn profit the buyer sites as 

inferior inflation increases expenditure through greater expendable earnings. 
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The German economy heavily depends on car production, thereby the 

petroleum worth might be regarded a crucial determinant in Germany’s wealth. An 

inferior petroleum worth expedite car buys of the emerging world middle class. The 

BP Energy Outlook 2035 estimates this the world vehicle fleet will more than twice 

out of today until 2035. According to the OECD, the Asian middle class will has risen 

out of around 600 mln. nowadays to three bln. in2035-45. Therefore, there is a 

massive upside probable in order to German car makers to offload their outcomes in 

Asia and another districts, specially, Latin America, and finally Africa(Vassiliou, 

Marius, Historical Dictionary of the Petroleum Industry, page 61). 

A greater petroleum worth favors fuel-rational cars. In that area the German car 

industry is at the forefront of novelty. Particularly, the premium car manufacturers 

invest heavily in modern techniques because of the European Union’s binding 

emission goals in order to modern cars. In the long period, the petroleum worth will 

become less suitable, because the world vehicle fleet will rising switch out of 

combustion engine vehicles to cars with electric drivetrains, fueled by incostly solar 

and wind energy. More German car makers has actualized that basic technical shift 

and taken action to enter that arising market. The collapse of petroleum worth (to 

levels below $50 for barrel) since late past annum has logically profited countries this 

consume petroleum, petroleum outcomes, gasoline, and another derivatives, and has 

hurt petroleum-producing countries by slimming their income out of sales. In the 

situation of Mexico, this situation is exacerbated by the continuing fall in petroleum 

manufacture by Pemex, the state-owned petroleum corporation this has held a more-

than-seven if-decade monopoly (in 2014 Pemex reached its lowest extraction volume 

since 1986)( Fouquet, Roger, and Peter J.G. Pearson. "7 Centuries of Energy Services, 

page 55). 
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The negative influence out of the collapse in petroleum worth will be larger in 

Mexico than in another exportation country because inferior petroleum revenues 

decisively influence Mexican public finances (more than 30percent of whichever 

depend on petroleum revenue). The inescapable maim in federal and sub-federal 

public spending might influence Mexican business due to an inferior of the number of 

public agreements accessible, as pit as the influence out of detention in payments to 

state suppliers, among another negative effects. A lot of analysts estimate this GDP 

rise in Mexico could go down by half a point that annum due to the drop in petroleum 

worth. 

The good news is this the foundation in order to change is beforehand in place, 

with the Energy Reform confirmed by the Mexican state past annum, whichever 

opens the government monopoly to private contribution and rivalry, making Mexico 

charming to investors in energy site industries and sub-industries. Even though 

Mexico is arriving 20 annum late to it increasing and growingly rival market, the 

profits of that paradigm shift will be prominent (GA Mantherebyori, N Enayati, LB 

Agyarko (2016), Energy: Resources, Utilization, Legislation, Sustainability, Illinois 

as Model State, page 72).The Energy Reform indicates exterior direct contribution, 

technique, and advanced practices not preliminarily accessible to Mexico, along with  

conclusive pricing this reflects the true cost of manufacture. That will likewise let in 

order to the modernization of Pemex and the entire petroleum and petroleum 

derivatives manufacture network. But, that is essential to guarantee proper realization 

of the Energy Reform to gain the expected outcomes, specially, in the situation of 

petroleum, where the fall in worth is acting as a disincentive in the process. 1 example 

is the latest auction of petroleum plays in risk-sharing manufacture plans, out of 

whichever twenty eight bids yielded just a single corporation being awarded 2 

petroleum areas. Despite those disappointing outcomes, both the Mexican state and 

http://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/9699
http://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/9699
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the business community has great expectations it regenerate incentives aligned with 

transnational better practices will strengthen the attractiveness of the coming rounds. 

Rules and controls may always be ameliorated onto and adapted to the actuality 

of the market place. Thereby far, the efforts by the Mexican state to successfully 

perform the reform seem to be going in the correct aspect, and the stakeholders 

involved in the process expect it those efforts order will contribute to launched the 

energy probable of Mexico and its competitiveness in the transnational field. 

The changing worth of petroleum has caused Nigeria’s present account balance 

to drop by 69.3percent (out of N3.14 trillion dollars in 2013 to N964.6 bn dollars in 

2014). In Q1 2015, Nigeria recorded a present sum deficit of N$723.8 bln., drop by 

212percent out of surplus of N$641.39 bln. in Q1 2014. The CBN has devalued the 

value twice in the space of 1 annum as an outcome of dropping petroleum worth. 

Petroleum income, whichever accounted in order to 67percent of the gross federal 

income in Q1 2015 (compared to 72.5percent in Q1 2014) has likewise been on the 

fall. Earnings out of petroleum is the  significant resource of exterior reserve in 

Nigeria. The exterior reserve was $29.01 bln. at the end of H1 2015. Thereby far, it 

has drop by 22.3percent since H1 2014—$37.3 bln. when petroleum worth began 

dropping. Whether the economy isn’t pit diversified, Nigeria’s economy will proceed 

to be affected by the changing worth of petroleum in the anymore as the anymore of 

petroleum worth gloom(GA Mantherebyori, N Enayati, LB Agyarko (2016), Energy: 

Resources, Utilization, Legislation, Sustainability, Illinois as Model State, page 81). 

What clarifies the discrepancies among prognosticated and sighted gasoline 

worth in Vancouver? Markets in order to raw petroleum and gasoline are tightly 

related but don’t let every another accurately. Gasoline is a refined outcome, and that 

bottlenecks at refineries and present gasoline holding are crucial elements determining 

the worth at the pump. Regional need and offering elements may lead to regional 

http://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/9699
http://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/9699
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deviations this are varied out of these in another districts of the country. Seasonal 

elements can likewise came into play. Upon September, after the final of the 

locomotive season, refining capacity is frequently taken offline in order to repair and 

maintenance (thereby-called "turnarounds"). Inventory levels might likewise several 

regionally. In Western Canada, refineries tend to has a lot of inferior level of raw 

petroleum holdings (about 5-7 days) than refineries in Eastern Canada (about 15-20 

days). The same way, holding levels of refined gasoline vary. In anticipation of 

estimated maintenance shutdowns, refineries build up stock. Bigger inventories put 

anymore downward tension on raw petroleum worth. The bottom line: go downed 

refining capacity is presently responsible in order to uncommonly great gasoline 

worth, combined with solid need out of motorists.... Rest assured, though, this finally 

worth at the pump will drop into line with raw worth over. 

2.2.2 Role of energy site in politics and economy of Azerbaijan. Governmental 

initiatives  

On 20 September 1994 the initial transnational contract “On the joint 

elaboration of the ‘Azeri’, ‘Chirag’ and deep-water ‘Guneshli’ petroleum areas in the 

Azerbaijani site of the Caspian Sea and manufacture sharing” was signed in Baku. 

That contract is named “the Agreement of the Century”, due to its significance. 

Ceremony congratulating initial petroleum manufacture following the “Agreement of 

the Century”, 12 November 1997.The initial petroleum agreement was in order to a 

thirty-annum term with essential estimate figures (Table.3),twelve corporations out of 

eight countries were signatories to the contract (Table. 4). Eighty for cent of 

contribution in that agreement was to be made by the exterior corporations and twenty 

percent was to come out of the Azerbaijani side (Aysel Yagubova. Azerbaijan's 

petroleum diplomacy: legends are actual, page 42). 

Table 3. Estimate figures on the Agreement of century. 
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Headings Figures  

Volume of contribution $7.4 bln. 

Operational expenses $5.9 bln. 

Area covered by the agreement 432.4 km2 

Stipulated sum of petroleum 

manufacture 

510 mln. tons (presently 630 

mln. tons of petroleum are 

forecasted) 

Extra gas recovered 70 bln. cu.m. 

Resource: Prepared by the author based on SOFAZ annual report, 2017 

Table 4. Name of corporations with Rates of shares in the Manufacture Sharing 

Contract. 

Titles  Percentage 

(percent) 

SOCAR, Azerbaijan  10.0 

British Petroleum, Great 

Britain 

17.12 

Amoco, USA 17.01 

Unocal, USA 10.04 

Lukoil, Russia 10.0 

Statoil, Norway 8.56 

Exxon, USA 8.00 

TPOC, Turkey 6.75 

Pennzoil, USA 4.81 

Itochu, Japan  3.92 

Ramco, Great Britain 2.08 

Delta, Saudi Arabia 1.68 

Resource: Prepared by the author based on SOFAZ annual report, 2017 

As may be seen out of the Table 4, four US corporations, two British 

corporations, one Norwegian, one Japanese, one Russian, one Turkish and one Saudi 

Arabian corporation partnered SOCAR in the initial transnational agreement 
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providing in order to the joint operation of Azerbaijani petroleum. It must be noted, 

SOCAR firstly had a twenty for cent share in the agreement. But, in spring 1995, 

SOCAR yielded five % of its share to Exxon and five % to TPOC. Those corporations 

undertook to pay Azerbaijan a premium summing to $173.2 mln. and to finance ten % 

of SOCAR’s share. Another changes likewise happened to the manufacture shares of 

associate of the consortium. This, the Japanese corporation “Itochu” acquired 

McDermott’s (USA) 2.45 % share and took its place. At the same time, Itochu 

acquired 1.4705 % out of Pennzoil’s (USA) 5 % share, to lifting its own share to a 

whole of 3.9205 %. Exxon (USA) and Unocal (USA) bought 3.0006 % and 0.5289 % 

accordingly of ennzoil’s share (Basics of Petroleum and Gas Manufacture 

Engineering, page 63). 

The signing of “the Agreement of the Century” drew a big reply out of around 

the earth. As an outcome of the Agreement, the state began exploration of modern 

areas. Baku-Tbilisi Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline bear petroleum out of the Azeri-Chirag-

Deepwater Gunashli (ACG) area and condensate out of Shah Deniz via Azerbaijan, 

Georgia and Turkey. That connections Sangachal terminal on the coasts of the 

Caspian Sea to Ceyhan marine terminal on the Turkish Mediterranean shore. In 

addition, raw petroleum out of Turkmenistan continues to be transported via the 

pipeline. Starting in October 2013, we has likewise resumed transfer of several 

volumes of Tengiz raw petroleum out of Kazakhstan via the BTC pipeline. The 

pipeline this started strategic in June 2006 was built by the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan 

pipeline corporation (BTC Co) controlled by BP. The pipeline buried along this whole 

longitude is 1768km in whole longitude: 443 kilometres in Azerbaijan, 249 

kilometres in Georgia, and 1,076 kilometres in Turkey. The Azerbaijan and Georgia 

sections of the pipeline are controlled by BP on behalf of stakeholders in BTC Co. 

During the Turkish section was operated by BOTAS Transnational Scarce (BIL)( 

https://www.bp.com/en_az/caspian/operationsprojects/ACG.html
https://www.bp.com/en_az/caspian/operationsprojects/ACG.html
https://www.bp.com/en_az/caspian/operationsprojects/Shahdeniz.html
https://www.bp.com/en_az/caspian/operationsprojects/terminals/sangachalterminal.html
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Akiner, Shirin; Aldis, Anne, eds.(2016). The Caspian: Politics, Energy and Safety, 

page 58). 

 Since the 1,768km BTC pipeline started strategical in June 2006 till the end 

of June 2017 that bear carried a whole of about 2.74 bln. barrels (more than 365 mln. 

tonnes) of raw petroleum loaded on 3,584 tankers and deliver to earth markets. In the 

initial half of 2017, BTC exportation round 125 mln. barrels (about 17 mln. tonnes) of 

raw petroleum charged on 159 tankers at Ceyhan. The BTC pipeline presently carries 

vitally ACG raw petroleum and Shah Deniz condensate out of Azerbaijan. 

Additionally, another volumes of raw petroleum and condensate proceed to be 

transferred through BTC, with the inclusion of volumes out of Turkmenistan and 

Kazakhstan (National Encyclopedia of Azerbaijan. - Baku: Scientific Center of 

Azerbaijan National Encyclopedia, page 33). 

The Shah Deniz (SD) area was explored in 1999. It’s 1 of the earth’s biggest 

gas-condensate areas. That’s placed on the profound water shelf of the Caspian Sea, 

70 km south-east of Baku, in water deepness ranging out of fifty to five hundred m. 

BP controls Shah Deniz on behalf of this associate in the Shah Deniz Manufacture 

Sharing Contract.Shah Deniz is designed as an unincorporated Joint Venture (JV) 

association. BP is the manager of the Shah Deniz JV. ShahDeniz Stage one started 

operations in 2006(Akiner, Shirin; Aldis, Anne, eds. (2016). The Caspian: Politics, 

Energy and Safety, page 35). This has the capability to manufacture around ten bln. 

cubic m. of gas for twelvemonth (bcma) and roughly 50,000 barrels a day of 

condensate.  

Against the complication of drilling the pits, building a platform, constructing 

an ashore terminal and laying a 700 km South Caucasus pipeline (SCP) via 

Azerbaijan and Georgia to the Turkish boundary, Shah Deniz Stage one was advanced 

in barely 7 annum. Since Shah Deniz has confirmed a secure and confident supplier of 
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gas to Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey. During 2014, the present Shah Deniz 

equipment is anymore de-bottlenecked whichever raised their manufacture capability 

out of 27.3 mln. canonical cubic m. to 29.5 mln. canonical cubic m. of gas for day. 

In the initial half of 2017, the Shah Deniz area sustained to ensure send  gas to 

markets in Azerbaijan (to SOCAR), Georgia (to GOGC), Turkey (to BOTAS) and to 

BTC Corporation in multiple spaces (National Encyclopedia of Azerbaijan. - Baku: 

Scientific Center of Azerbaijan National Encyclopedia, page 57). 

Shah Deniz Stage two, or Full Area Elaboration is a big plan this will add a 

anymore sixteen bln. cubic m. for annum (bcma) of gas manufacture to the roughly 

nine bcma manufactured by Shah Deniz Stage one.Around $28 bln. in capital 

contribution will be demanded to manufacture the gas and transfer it to the Georgia-

Turkey boundary. Out of there, extra pipeline systems will supply six bcma of gas to 

Turkey and anymore ten bcma of gas to markets in Europe, in a way famed as the 

Southern Gas Corridor. Shah Deniz gas will drive 3,500  km, to elevation of over 

2,500 m., and over 800 m. under the sea(Akiner, Shirin; Aldis, Anne, eds. (2014). The 

Caspian: Politics, Energy and Safety, page 60). Shah Deniz Stage two, 1 of the 

biggest gas elaborations in the earth, will assist go up European energy safety by 

bringing Caspian gas sources to markets in Europe in order to the very initial period. 

During the initial half of 2017, realization of the Shah Deniz Stage 2 plan 

proceeding happily. The plan is presently over 95percent done in terms of 

engineering, procurement and construction, and stayed on goal in order to initial gas 

out of Shah Deniz Stage two in 2018. 

Plan activities proceeding at whole offshore and onshore sites and fabrication 

yards of the country with the inclusion of the Sangachal Terminal, ATA 
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(AMEC/Tekfen/Azfen) yard around Baku, Baku Deepwater Jackets Factory (BDJF) 

and lengthwise the pipeline itinerary.  

The enlargement of the Sangachal terminal – already 1 of the earth's biggest 

petroleum and gas terminals – is advancing pit with the plans to be able to procedure 

the additionally SD2 gas volumes. At the top of plan activities, over 24,000 people 

were engaged in construction tasks across whole vital agreements in Azerbaijan and 

over eighty percent of them were Azerbaijani nationals. 

SOCAR declared the opening of a modern gas area in Umid at a deepness of 

6500m on November 2010.79 It’s supposed this the gas reserves in the Umid are 

about 200-300bcm. SOCAR plans to start exploration and elaboration of another 

budding frameworks such as Babak. According to occupational, that’s supposed this 

in the Babek area inartificial gas reserves could be twice more than in Umid.80 In 

additionally, SOCAR plans to evolve, Absheron, Shafag-Asiman, Nakhchyvan, 

Oghuz, Zafar-Mashal, and areas. The elaboration of several frameworks in the 

shallow waters of the Caspian Sea was likewise under way. In 2018 the Shah Deniz 

Phase 2 gas must be streaming. Additionally, the Azeri state is planning to start the 

Umid and Babek areas whichever are already discovered by SOYCAR (Aysel 

Yagubova. Azerbaijan's petroleum diplomacy: legends are actual, page 27). 

Star Refinery will promote dropping the exterior-dependency on operation 

petroleum outcomes of Turkey by USD 2.5 bln. onto its startup in 2018.Standing out 

as the initial refinery founded since 1984, STAR Refinery will satisfied more than 

twenty five percent of the processed petroleum outcomes demand of Turkey onto its 

startup. Certified with the initial contribution incentive licensed by Turkey, STAR 

Refinery will finally go down the exterior-dependency of the country. STAR 

Refinery, foundation of whichever was laid in 2011, is presently under structures on a 

2,400-hectare site on Aliagha Peninsula. With a raw petroleum operation capacity of 
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ten mln. tons, STAR Refinery is underway as the most crucial element of SOCAR 

Turkey’s combined energy resolution and value chain. SOFAZ is financing the share 

of Azerbaijan in the building of the Star petroleum refinery in Izmir, Turkey and new 

undulating drilling complicated in the Caspian Sea (Ipek, Pinar. “Azerbaijan's 

Exterior Politics and Problems in order to Energy Safety” page 50). 

Presently, the official –Baku has a schedule of pipeline plans, and 1 of them 

TAP and TANAP plans. TAP’s design offerings different link options to a number of 

present and proposed pipelines along its way. TAP will link to the Italian inartificial 

gas network controlled by Snam Rete Gas, out of whichever whole Italian gas exit 

points to European target may be arrived. Austria and Central Europe: inartificial gas 

transferred through TAP may arrive the Central European gas hub in Baumgarten, 

Austria through the Trans Austria Gas (TAG) pipeline, using swaps and opposite 

flow. TAP is associated with the developers of the planned Ionian Adriatic Pipeline 

(IAP) to debate link probabilities to markets except gas in Southern Croatia, Albania, 

Montenegro, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Southern Gas Corridor is a significant 

element of EU energy politics. TAP’s role in actualizing this vision will not barely 

ensure economic profits. That will likewise guarantee this 1 of the continent’s 

essential energy routes stay viable in order to decades to happen. 

The purpose of the TANAP Plan is to carry inartificial gas produced out of 

Azerbaijan’s Shah Deniz two gas area, and another fields of the Caspian Sea, mostly 

to Turkey, but likewise on to Europe. The TANAP Plan, along with the South 

Caucasus Pipeline (SCP) and the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) out of TANAP will 

run out of the Turkish boundary with Georgia (Ipek, Pinar. “Azerbaijan's Exterior 

Politics and Problems in order to Energy Safety”, page 89). 

Those 3 pipelines, SCP, TANAP and TAP, together will constitute a milestone 

in the finding of the Southern Gas Corridor (SGC), whichever is regarded a plan of 
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general European concern. The European Union has long been seeking to evolve the 

4th gas corridor, i.e. the SGC corridor, to vary gas offering sources and go down its 

bondage on supplies out of Russia, it support its energy safety. The SGC will enable 

the EU to get entrance to modern resources of offering in the Caspian Basin and the 

Middle East. Currently barely Azerbaijan has committed to offering gas to Europe via 

that corridor. But, that is expected this another gas-rich countries in the district will 

likewise offering gas to the European markets via the SGC, once that corridor starts 

strategic.  

The Turkish economy will exactly profit out of TANAP in terms of task 

creature. Totally contribution in the plan is forecasted to get $11.7 bln. and that’s 

estimated to make 15,000 straight tasks and large indirect tasks. According to some 

predicts, Turkish framework corporations will be awarded framework agreements 

summing to five bln. dollar to six bln. dollars. On completion, TANAP will be 1 of 

the earth's durable gas pipelines. Additionally to the straight profits of the plan, such a 

big-scale contribution will invest to Turkey's economic rise (Ipek, Pinar. 

“Azerbaijan's Exterior Politics and Problems in order to Energy Safety”, page 92). 

Turkey importation inartificial gas out of Russia, Iran and Azerbaijan through 

pipelines as pit as liquefied inartificial gas out of different countries. Importation 

worth are predicted to be 400 dollars for trillion cubic m. in order to Russian gas, 480 

dollars for trillion cubic m. in order to Iranian gas and 340 dollars for trillion cubic m. 

in order to Azerbaijani gas (Ipek, Pinar. “Azerbaijan's Exterior Politics and Problems 

in order to Energy Safety”, page 41). Importation more gas out of Azerbaijan will go 

down Turkey's importation bill. Anymore, Turkey will obtain more inartificial gas 

supplies via TANAP, whichever will go up rivalry in the market. It will increase 

Turkey's bargaining power against another supplier, whichever will be forced to go 

down their gas worth. Turkey will likewise be able to re-exportation inartificial gas 

this it importations via TANAP to Europe, whichever will go up income. 
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TANAP's road indicate the most cost-effective means of transferring inartificial 

gas out of it district to Europe. Azerbaijan is the barely supplier in order to presently. 

But, another gas-rich countries in the district like as Turkmenistan, Iran, Iraq and 

Israel could wish to use it corridor in anymore to supply their inartificial gas to 

Europe. It vastly go ups the probable in order to Tukey start an urgent transit country 

and an authoritative player in the European energy market. Throughout, Turkey must 

promote the plan. 

The world trend display, those energy countries perish out of Dutch disease, 

because of performance in the petroleum site.  In order to nowadays, that’s 

improbable to forestall economic discordance because of reinvestment of petroleum 

incomes in energy plans.  

Azerbaijan’s exportation of outcomes of non-petroleum site is low than ten 

percent. Therein the National Bank of Azerbaijan bought a politics of promoting the 

national currency of manat. Accordingly, that’s more costly as it is affected by fiscal 

trends at the world level. The impact of petroleum incomes on the economy was 

specially, prominent during the world fiscal depression whichever started in 2008. 

Because of it depression, there was a fall in the earth economy, whichever led to a fall 

in petroleum worth to 30.28 dollars for barrel on December 23, 2008. Afterwards, 

Azerbaijan’s state budget incomes totaled more than ten bln AZN in 2009, whichever 

was barely 84.4 percent of the planned 12.18bln AZN sum. 139 To prohibit the Dutch 

disease and go down the economy’s dependence on the energy site, Azerbaijan is 

taking a sequence of mensurates in order to the elaboration of another site of the 

economy like as data technique, transport, agriculture and tourism. 1 of the alternative 

energy sites regarded is the elaboration of techniques in Azerbaijan. Particularly, that 

adopted the government program of “Electronic Azerbaijan” in order to the 

progression of channel and data technique in the annum 2010- 2012. An urgent point 
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of it globe is the intent of creating a space program in order to Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan 

to launch its initial national companion Azerspace in February, 2013. The exemplary 

cost of the plan is 140-160mln.dollars. The plan is sustain fully out of the budget of 

Azerbaijan. It is predicted this whole expense will be paid back within 6 or 7 annum 

after the in-orbit supply. That’s likewise assumed to make and advance the aerospace 

industry in Azerbaijan in 2013. That’s likewise planned to create domestic 

manufacture of satellite elements and training in order to the aerospace industry 

(Mabro, Robert; Organization of Petroleum Exportation Countries (2016). Petroleum 

in the 21st century: issues, problems and opportunities, page 40). 

Azerbaijan presently prospect to ternary its revolving energy capacity out of 

830 MW it annum to 2,500 MW in 2020. The program concretely calls to go up wind 

energy capacity out of 240 MW to 800 MW and likewise photovoltaics will go up out 

of 290 MW to 600 MW whole in 2020.  

In another part, biogas will rise out of 25 MW to 125 MW, geothermal out of 

15 MW to 150 MW, and little hydropower out of 80 MW to 150 MW, al following 

the identical timeline. The whole investments in order to those plans will be among 

US 2.5–3.5 bln.dollars (Bioethanol: Science and technique of fuel alcohol/ Graeme 

M. Walker, page 23). 

Azerbaijan Revolving Energy Elaboration (Biomass Coproduction) Plan aim is 

to promote revolving energy elaboration in Azerbaijan through emerging 2 pilot 

revolving energy plans (biomass) with a whole installed capacity of twenty megawatt 

in order to electrician and heating offering in Oghuz and Beylagan districts. 

The country aimed to go up the field of agricultural territory for capita of the 

country out of 3 acres to ten acres in 2025 in accordance with longtime economic 

elaboration strategy of Azerbaijan in order to the annum 2011-2025, ready by the 

http://bookboon.com/en/search?q=author%3A%22Graeme%20M.%20Walker%22
http://bookboon.com/en/search?q=author%3A%22Graeme%20M.%20Walker%22
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Ministry of Economic Elaboration (Advances in petroleum and gas industry, page 

67). 

Tourism has some impacts on the economy. Initial of whole, that benefits task 

chances, 2ndly this charms exterior currency to the economy, this generates incomes, 

go downs unemployment percent, assists the economy to attain sustainability and etc. 

The initial level of the industrial elaboration in Azerbaijan was based on 

hydroCO2 sources, stressed this  the 2nd step should be based on rational. The short 

dated (2016-2020) goals of the way map in order to severe industry contain formation 

of a rival site, provision of fiscal sources in order to its elaboration. The realization of 

those mensurates will let to go up GDP by nearly 560 mln. manat ($306.8 mln.) 

(Advances in petroleum and gas industry, page 72). 
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Chapter 3. World petroleum and gas industry estimates 

3.1 Dangers and opportunities 

3.1.1 World dangers to district energy site 

 

China's Exterior Direct Investment in Europe has practiced a major fluctuation 

over the past decade. Southern European countries hasn’t missed out on it flow and 

has progressively unified as urgent purchaser of Chinese contributions. It has let them 

to save 23.5percent of all Chinese FDI to Europe among 2000 and 2014 (10.8 bln. 

Euro). The energy sites of whole 4 countries has been basic beneficiaries (Hyne, 

Norman J. (2010). Nontechnical Guide to Petroleum Geology, Exploration, Drilling, 

and Manufacture. PennWell Corporation, page 21).Chinese entities has carried out 

dramatic obtaining in the Italian and Portuguese energy markets. In contrast, their 

asset in the Greek and Spanish energy markets has been separate. In collateral, the 

infiltration of Chinese contributions in Italy and Spain's subsectors of revolving 

energies has been more famous than in the Greek and the Portuguese ones. The last 2 

countries has obtained major contributions in solar-related greenfield plans, which the 

latter has mostly profited out of controls in wind-related ones. The affection of 

Chinese energy policies and fostering exterior entities has had an influence on the 

markets of whole 4 countries. That trend isn’t synoptic. Information offers this 

Chinese contribution has been greatly opportunistic. Athens, Rome, Lisbon and 

Madrid should see China's infiltration in their markets as a mix bag of chances and 

problems this needs better informed analysis. 

 Today, Germany faces a renewed dispute on energy in the wake of the constant 

Ukraine depression. To a big extent, the country depends on Russian petroleum and 

inartificial gas importations. Just latest Chancellor Angela Merkel make that 

obviously it "whole of Germany's energy policies should be regarded." According to 
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Germany's Energy Balances Group (AGEB), importation rose to 71 percent of whole 

resources of energy past annum. 

The most urgent energy supplier is Russia: It procures 38 % of Germany’s 

inartificial gas importations, 35% of whole petroleum importations and 25 % of coal 

importations, covering a quarter of the country's entire energy needs. There are no 

fitting alternatives in sight that might cap deficit of it value (Hyne, Norman J. 

(2010). Nontechnical Guide to Petroleum Geology, Exploration, Drilling, and 

Manufacture. PennWell Corporation, page 55). 

Accordingly with the Association of Energy and Water Industries (BDEW) 

Germany could offering barely 15 % of that gas demand using its own sources. Most 

of this gas is delivered by Norway and the Netherlands. Both countries should go up 

their short data shipments through pipelines, but not in the long term, because 

occupational rely North Sea gas reserves are quietly being used up. Importation 

cooled, liquefied gas in tank ships out of Algeria, Qatar or the US is an alternative - in 

hypothesis. However, US ports sacrifice equipment to handle liquefied inartificial gas, 

and Germany doesn’t has the suitable unloading stations. Additionally, it’s very 

difficult to buy big sums at short note on the world market. Supplies are already short 

because Japan has been importation big sums of gas since the Fukushima atomic 

catastrophe. 

Dependence on Russian gas importations has likewise raised attention in 

inartificial gas manufacture using hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, whichever contain 

injecting a mix of water and chemicals into shale rocks to break them and leave the 

gas. Environmentalists say the technique is greatly dangerous.  

Populous North Rhine-Westfalia has determined opposite fracking, although a 

government geological service says more than 220 bln. cubic m. of gas could be 

found in deepness of up to 4,000 m. - mainly more than whole of Germany's famed 

conventionally extractable inartificial gas reserves, whichever whole about 150 bln. 
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cubic m. At an extraction percent of twelve  bln. cubic m. yearly, the present reserves 

would last Germany little more than a decennial (Hyne, Norman J. 

(2016). Nontechnical Guide to Petroleum Geology, Exploration, Drilling, and 

Manufacture, page 37). 

Fracking in North Rhine-Westphalia would much than double it time cover. 

However in the foreseeable anymore there won't be a political significance in promote 

of it. Moreover, the German state ruled out fracking in its association contract 

whether toxic matters are used. Whether it doesn’t change, Germany will be in order 

compelled to importation whole its gas in the foreseeable anymore. 

EU became progressively related on raw petroleum importations, whichever  

presently sum to eighty eight percent of the district’s all consumption (Diagram 1). 

Diesel importations twice among 2001 and 2014 to €35 bn in 2014. In 2015 (when the 

petroleum worth was exceptionally low), whole spending on raw petroleum 

importations in the EU was €187 bn, making a whole of around €215 bn, €425 for 

capita. Accordingly T&E, the EU shouldn’t just be talking about gas importations 

when it happens to energy safety, however likewise about its relation on petroleum 

and diesel importations (Fouquet, Roger, and Peter J.G. Pearson. "7  Centuries of 

Energy Services: The Worth and Use of Light, page 68). 

Diagram 1. Raw petroleum primary manufacture net importations 
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Resource: U.S. Energy Data Administration, 2016 

Petroleum or raw petroleum and might exist as a mix of liquid, gas, and sticky, 

tar-like material. Petroleum and inartificial gas are cleaner fuels than coal, but they 

still has a lot of natural discomfort. The secret to fossil fuels’ ability to manufacture 

energy is this they contain a big sum of CO2. It CO2 is left over out of living matter 

mainly factories this lived mln. of annum ago. Petroleum and inartificial gas are 

commonly the outcome of many of biological matter this settles to the seafloor, where 

the hydroCO2s with the inclusion of methane gas, become absorbed in rocks. 

Petroleum resources are commonly little pockets of liquid or gas absorbed 

within rock stage deep underground. Extracted raw petroleum is refined and used to 

manufacture gasoline (used in transfer) and petrochemicals (used in the manufacture 

of plastics, pharmaceuticals, and cleaning outcomes). 

During some petroleum is set in gas form, the most general inartificial gas is 

methane. Methane commonly happens in little sums with petroleum deposits and is 

frequently extracted at the identical time as the petroleum. Inartificial gas may be 

found in specific rock stages, trapped in the small spaces in faceal rocks. 

Thinning petroleum forms air pollution. Transforming raw petroleum into 

petrochemicals deliver toxins into the atmosphere these are harmful in order to human 

and ecosystem health. Burning gasoline deliver CO2. Although petroleum does not 

produce the identical sum of CO2 this coal burning does, that still subscribe 

greenhouse gases to the atmosphere and go ups world warming. 

Petroleum drain reason big natural damage. Big petroleum drains sometimes 

happen during drilling, transport, and use, whichever of course impact the 

neighboring nature. Though big petroleum distribute with catastrophic natural impacts 

like as the 1989 Exxon Valdez in Alaska or the 2010 BP Deepwater Horizon in the 

Gulf of Mexico gain the most media sweep, most of the petroleum spilled into 
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ecosystems is in fact out of petroleum this leaks out of cars, airplanes, and boats, as 

pit as unlawful dumping. 

Inartificial gas is comparatively clean-burning fuel resource  this produces 

nearly half  the CO2 emissions this coal burning manufacture  thereby need in order to 

inartificial gas has raised in the last bare decades as concerns rise about CO2 

emissions and world warming.  Presently fuel manufacture are exploring inartificial 

gas in reservoirs individual, out of petroleum as likewise of it fuel. To liberation the 

gas out of the rocks and capture that in order to use as fuel, corporations use a method 

of hydraulic fracturing, or fracking (Introduction to Petroleum and Gas Operational 

Safety, page 33). 

The sand and chemicals are left back in the rock fractures, leading to 

groundwater contamination and possibly low steady bedrock. Presently scientists are 

worried this earthquakes in districts of the Midwestern United States this has never 

practised earthquakes before are the outcome of wastewater out of inartificial gas 

fracking processes. 

The biggest stimulus to the U.S. economy in the past 2 annum have been the 

steep fall in petroleum worth. 2 annum ago, the worth of petroleum was 105 dollars 

per barrel. Nowadays it’s near to forty five dollars about a sixty percent fall 

(Diagram2). 

The blessings of lowest petroleum worth are twice felt in the U.S. because we 

still importation hundreds  bln. of dollars of petroleum an annum. The large 

underdogs out of lowest energy worth are Iran, Saudi Arabia, Russia, ISIS and OPEC.  

Diagram 2. Petroleum worth hesitation in the USA, Brent raw, US dollar per barrel 
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Resource: U.S.Net Importations of Raw Petroleum and Petroleum Outcomes 

The present lowest petroleum worth were brought to you by fracking and 

another modern drilling techniques this has made the shale petroleum and gas 

revolution an actuality. And forwhy these manufacture techniques keep getting better 

and better, petroleum and gas corporations are learning to create money even with 

petroleum at forty dollars to fifty dollars to a barrel. 

Saudi Arabia is the earth's biggest exportation of raw petroleum and another 

petroleum liquids. Saudi Arabia's petroleum exportations calculation in order to about 

eighty nine percent of the country's whole income. During 2011-15, a fall in world 

petroleum worth pulled drop the value Saudi Arabia's petroleum exportations, leading 

to budget tension. Clearly, dropping income with hostility influenced social programs, 

plans, and promote extended to another countries. The latest revival of petroleum 

worth is likely to develop net importation actualization, outcome the strengthening of 

fiscal conditions of the country. 

Declining raw worth negatively impacted the fiscal scarcity, whichever broaden 

to 99 bln. dollar in 2014-15 out of forty seven bln. dollar by2011-12. Saudi Arabia did 

pit in 2016 to bring the fiscal scarcity drop to 297 bln. Saudi riyals ($79.2 bln.). 

Whole incomes of Saudi Arabia falled to nearly 165 bln. dollar by 2014-15 out of 336 

dollar by 2011-12,  lose of approximately 171 bln. dollar. The Transnational 

Monetary Fund estimates the scarcity too tight out of thirteen percent of GDP in 2016 
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to 9.6percent in 2017. Whether it occurs, the state should regard that a essential 

achievement. To manage the fiscal scarcity, the state must proceed to stop drop on 

subsidies and framework contribution. Shutting off drop energy and water grant guide 

to increase in the expense of subsistence. Saudi Arabia faces plural problems 

whichever involve rise non-petroleum revenue, strengthen GDP rise, also protection 

dropping for capita GDP whichever has fallen out of 23,594 dollar by 2011 to 20,813 

dollar by 2015(Entrance to Petroleum and Gas Industry, page 41). 

OPEC's contract to stop manufacture out of January one, 2017, calls on Saudi 

Arabia to carry decrease that manufacture out of 10544 thousand b/d to 10058 

thousand b/d, a 4.83percent reduction. Hereby, there are the likelihood it the IMF's 

planed fiscal consolidation of Saudi Arabia is going to be harsh. In another hand, the 

increasing petroleum worth could help Saudi Arabia in this fiscal management. 

Kuwait depends on basically on petroleum exportations to fuel its economic 

rise; actually, petroleum exportations had been in the series of 98-64percent of 

income throughout 2011-2015. The nation's incomes fall exactly out of $128.4 bln. in 

2011-12 to 76 bln. dollar in 2014-15, basically due to drop in raw worth. Upon the 

stage under exportation, petroleum exportation worth drop out of 97 bln. dollar to 49 

bln. dollar. As an outcome, the trade balance corroded out of about 77 bln. dollar by 

2011-12 to 23 bln.dollar by 2014-15(Table5) 

Table 5. Performance of  significant petroleum-exportation countries in Middle-East 

district (2011-2015) 
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Resource: Gathered by contributor out of OPEC Yearly Bulletin and another 

published resources 

Considering UAE having the furthest assorted economy in the Gulf Co-

operation Council (GCC), its economy stay highly reliant on petroleum exportations. 

A keen raw worth slide result in dropped incomes. UAE income drop out of 131 bln. 

dollar by 2011 to 68 bln.dollar by 2015, an estimated 48percent fall (See Diagram 3). 

Diagram 3. Worth of petroleum exportation in Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait and Iran 
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Resource: OPEC Annum Statistic Bulletin 2016 

Recently, UAE presented solid reform mensurate to control that monetary 

problem. In August 2015, this stopped grants on petroleum outcomes, and presented 

legal and trading taxes. The IMF advised biting of excise for automobile and worth 

adjoined tax (VAT). GCC associate decided to existing a 5percent VAT, whichever is 

perhaps to be performed in 2018. The UAE Cabinet proved the budgetary of AED 

48.557 bln. (13.22 bln.dollar) in order to monetary annum 2016 with 0 scarcity. 

UAE's focus seems to be on the elaboration and social income site, which 

contribution in tuition and framework gain their due. 

Iran is the 2nd biggest economy in the Middle East behind Saudi Arabia with 

GDP of over 387.611 bln. dollar by 2015. Iran's economy is far above combined with 

energy than any another participant of the Gulf district due, basically, to sanctions this 

forced. Iran to intersperse economic activities this then outcome in greater need in 

order to petroleum in a domestic market. Like another petroleum trading nations, 

sliding petroleum worth dented Iran's exportation income realization. As an outcome, 

a trade balance of Iran came drop out of 67 bln. dollar by 2014 to 10.7 bln. dollar by 

2015(The Petroleum & Gas Industry: A Nontechnical Lead, page 46). 
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3.1.2 Elaboration of RES and  impact on petroleum 

 

Traditional energy resources (petroleum, coal and inartificial gas) has been the 

most economically rational method of procuring power in order to our houses, 

industries and transfer. But, the supplies of petroleum and inartificial gas are limited 

sources, and are steadily being depleted over time. Additionally, those conventional 

resources of energy are confronting increasing problems regarding natural and human 

health worries. That’s obviously it variable energy resources this are revolving and 

sustainable are demanded to meet the earth's energy demands. The probable in order 

to expansion and rise of revolving energy resources like as solar, hydro power, wind, 

biomass, hydrogen, and geothermal is huge. 

Revolving energy resources were brought to the in order forefront during the 

mid-1970's as an outcome of the petroleum depression and increasing worries about 

the offering and natural impacts of atomic and fossil fuels. A main description of 

revolving energy is this it’s a resource sustainable energy resource it’s modified 

quickly, by an inartificial ongoing operation. Obviously contrast to atomic and fossil 

fuels whichever aren’t primarily revolving and may be exhausted. 

Industry specialists offer it the anymore rise in the energy site will be basically 

in revolving energy. Novelties in it field are developing to stimulate markets in 

revolving energy elaboration and sources. That’s expected it those novelties will 

enhance variety in energy offering, secure long term sustainable energy supplies, go 

down world atmospheric emissions, also supply more charming versions in satisfy 

energy demands via the earth. 

Technical novelties like as fuel cells, whichever, whereas not an energy 

resource, may be used to manufacture power, are idea to be a current substitute in 

order to the inner ignition engine of transfer vehicles. 
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In a lot of places, the economic tide is turning in favor of revolving energy over 

fossil fuels. Wind power latest beat from modern coal in Australia, and that is 

becoming increasingly rivalry with inartificial gas in Texas. 

Emerging revolving energy act to the power of the petroleum and gas site, 

whichever involves energy market clutch, technique knew-how, mega-plan 

management perfection, rock-solid credit and community liability practice. Revolving 

energy offering a means in order to variety in the face of fugacious energy input 

expenses, and a fence against toping petroleum need in main markets. Revolving 

energy contributions may likewise get petroleum and gas corporation appropriate 

political capital between climate- sensible fraternity participants and result creates. 

The petroleum and gas site’s main monetary participants — institutional 

stakeholders, banks and insurers — are likewise needing aggressive CO2 control. 

Finding cost-efficient or really gainful ways to shear CO2 off the balance sheet 

is  seemly vital, ominous to strand reserves and stop into market assessment. Under 

the corrected Equator Principles, in order to instance, plan developers will rising 

be obliged to display regard of “cost-efficient options” to go down greenhouse gases 

like as condition in order to plan monetary. Shortly, petroleum and gas corporation 

has both the chance and the peremptory to enclose in revolving energy. 

Petroleum and gas corporation has been twice in the revolving energy business 

in order to a long period. In a perk of the petroleum shock of the 1970s, OECD states 

created series of motives and grants in order to energy freedom. It encourages an 

initial wave of autonomic revolving energy business risks by the petroleum patch, 

focusing on solar, wind and geothermal energy. Nowadays, Chevron is the earth’s 

biggest personal manufacturer of geothermal power, for instance. 

However state matchmaking approved a unreliable friend. When public motive 

in order to revolving techniques were withdrawn in the 1980s, veriest corporations 

http://gofossilfree.org/files/2013/02/HSBCOilJan13.pdf
http://lexsustineo.blogspot.ca/2012/12/whats-new-in-ep-iii-greenhouse-gases.html
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abandoned their disjunctive technique contribution and refocused on their essence 

petroleum business (The Petroleum & Gas Industry: A Nontechnical Guide, page 45). 

The 2nd wave of petroleum and gas corporations got into revolving energy in 

the late 1990s and early 2000s as pulse build about signed a world atmosphere 

contract. When the world economic downturn strike and industrialized countries 

unfortunate to meet rhetoric with action, ventures in solar and wind by BP and Shell, 

between another, was sell off or silently shuttered (The Petroleum & Gas Industry: A 

Nontechnical Guide , page 49). 

Nowadays, ethanol blending decree in the U.S., E.U. and Canada are 

locomotive a 3rd wave of petroleum and gas attempts, with Shell presently the earth’s 

leading vendor of biofuels.  However it wave also meet the likelihood of cancel, given 

an increasing backlash against common use of different biomass sources in order to 

fuel, and worries about rivalry by food crops. 

The assistance of revolving energy in the North American energy mix in 1980 

was hardly anything, but, this assistance raised fairly quickly pending the past decade. 

Considering it essential rise, the assistance of revolving energy stayed slender and 

remain at less than three percent at the end of 2014. The assistance of revolving 

energy is expected to rise quickly during 2014 to 2040 due to: expected essential fall 

in expense of wind, solar and another revolving energy like as outcome of technical 

progression;  efficacy scale solar power production volume transferring a worth low 

this of coal/inartificial gas power factories; broad utilize of solar panels in operating 

the residentiary and office buildings; go up in the usage of ethanol in the transport site 

and a replacement mind set of anymore productions promoting green. But, that’s hard 

to those variables in the econometric models. We should proceed to trust GDP and 

electrician worth to model buyer’s attitude, though different another element are 

urgent to clarify the need in order to revolving energy resources. That has assumed 

this the flow changeable is expected to contain the rising presence of revolving 
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resources at rival worth and we accept the flow variable to increase exponentially 

during the estimating time due to quick technical progression. Another urgent variable 

are GDP and electrician worth. Based on our supposition and model the need in order 

to revolving resources of energy under exile situation is planned to go up out of 74 

MTOE by 2014 to 362 MTOE by 2040 – an go up of over 389percent. The reference 

situation was limited by a low of 264 MTOE and a 653 MTOE great (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. North America Revolving Energy Need Outlook -2040 

 

Resource: Based on author’s econometric models and IEA earth Energy Outlook 2017 

Revolving energy” techniques are urgent resource to “energy offering” range, 

from they put in to global “energy” safety to less dependency on “fossil fuels” 

lengthwise with provide chances towards moderating “greenhouse gasses”. 

“Revolving energy” was believed to be crucial contributor to the monetary 

improvement of rural fields; a way in order to falling demand whole the way via the 

making of chances and promoting the lives. “Revolving energy” was dislike in the last 

decades due to exclusive expense to implementation. Besides in order to “essential 

hydropower, combustible biomass, and larger geothermal risks”, the canonical 

expense of “revolving energy” wasn’t aggressive by the vast “energy” and “fossil 

fuel” expenses (AlSaleh, 2007).  

https://www.elektormagazine.com/assets/upload/images/2015/11/figure9-2.jpg
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Besides, there were huge elaboration in “revolving energy” section. The rising 

worth of “petroleum”, issue of not inartificial climate alteration, “CO2 gas liberation”, 

force and stubborn turbulence in “middle east” petroleum fabricating countries are the 

actual force driving it development. “The Transnational Energy Agency” evaluates 

this nearly half of worldwide energy  supplies must happen out of revolving energy 

resources regarding the final aim to go down “CO2 dioxide” release by “50percent in 

2050” and decrease enormous, irreversible ecological alteration effect. In the five 

annum period out of the final of “2004 – 2009”, totally “revolving energy” emerged at 

the percent of “10-60percent” in order to several advances (Smith & Taylor, 2008). In 

“2008” curiously, much “revolving energy” than “traditional power” volume was 

inclusive both “European Union and United States”, illustrating “a main action” of the 

globe’s energy marketplace against “revolving energy”. Veriest of the petroleum 

manufacturing countries is facing the issue whichever is induced by their petroleum 

manufacturing operation. It influences the nature poorly. Besides, significant and 

worth efficient weather motion could be the  significant factor to open market 

acceptance in order to petroleum sands, the hunger in order to a strict mixture 

between those “star-crossed corporations” may be  presently waited. 

 

 

 

Conclusion  

 

In conclusion, we could say there are advantages and disadvantages of 

petroleum sector. But advantages of petroleum sector more than its disadvantages. 

Concerning such negative effects as, CO2 emissions, eco damage, use of non-

renewable fuel source, lack safety for activities, large expenditures, it must be noticed 
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that in spite of all disadvantages, the leading giants highly develop petroleum due to 

such factors as, easy extraction, high-density fuel, ability to be transported over long 

spaces, the enormous energy potential for framework and in the end energy stability.  

Petroleum sector also play a great role in our country. Our country is a 

significant country for the energy safety of the European Union and plays the role of a 

transport corridor among Europe and Central Asia. Stable oil and gas production 

incomes, large international oil prices, and exactly increased public spending repulsed 

economic growth in the country. Under social transfer projects from SOFAZ and 

budget allowed the state to get success in slimming poverty due to continually 

increasing in the lowest salaries and pensions. Also, oil incomes capture essential part 

of state budget spending. 

Azerbaijan in developing its oil and gas industry in the future. The oil and gas 

sector is the powerhouse of Azerbaijan’s economy and its previously high dependence 

on this sector is increasing. The government needs to modify the economy by 

strengthening services and the non-oil sector, to increase agricultural productivity, to 

invest in the electrician sector, to rise the effectiveness of public spending planning 

and, in a word, to perform a master plan to translate oil incomes into better lives for 

its citizens. 

Regarding above-mentioned the following list of recommendations is presented: 

 The actual design of the innovation system has finished in world leading 

petroleum competence, and must be continued. 

 Public funded petroleum R&D projects must be upgrade to represent the OG21 

priorities. 

 Considering the large digitalization innovation attempts in other industries, a 

huge extent of adoption/modifications of solutions out of other industries would 

profit the petroleum industry when addressing prioritized digitalization 

technology needs. 
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 Petroleum centers address topics of huge strategic significance, and a new center on 

fallen emission petroleum technologies and solutions must be deliberated. 

 Competence to perceive technologies and learn out of other industries is 

increasingly essential, and might be encouraged in R&D projects. 

 Cross-disciplinary R&D, including social sciences, might be included in public 

funded R&D projects. Social science research must promote to understand, 

decrease and take out barriers to technology development and application. 

 International collaboration might be encouraged in R&D projects when suitable. 
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